
-ALENTPROPERTIES:Recall XnEx*P(Xntx3 -P4x24
whenever P(X=x)=0.

tem (meanlemma) TFAE:

(i) Xn=X

(ii) P4Xntla,b)) ->P[Xe(a,b)) whenever (X=a3 =(X =b3 =0

(iii) P(XnEBY -:P(XEBY V continuity set BCR ofX

(iv) G(X) ->ERIX) FeendedaMacasa"....(v) Eh(Xn) ->Eh(X)
are bounded & compactly supported.

/

&of
i.e. A set B such thatP4X=0B3=0

- where eB=BIB is the boundary of B

(i) =(iii) By Showkhod's representation the (p. 111), we can assume whole

that Xnx=> Xu X. Fix*E30

P2Xn +B] =P4Xn +B4/X - x)3 +P2/Xn-x1 23
-
-

↓A I

XeB,:=[YER:ExeBst.IryKE} (E-neighborhood)
=>limsup (Xn-B3 =a3.

A continuity of probability (
· Let 210 = B, bB =

P(XeB}

->limsip(X,+B]<PSXe3esIl ↳

·Apply this argument for instead of B, which must also be

a continuity set(0(B)=eB) => limsup(Xn+B1 =P(x= B's
-> lining P(XntBY] PKX=B]. Combine upper slower ode -

P(XnB3 - DEXEB3. D.

(iii)=> (ii) is trivial.

(ii) => (i) Since P(IXKM3 -0 as Mix (continuity ofmeasure),

*ExE M S.t. P21X) >M3 <5 and PGIX=M3 =0

=>5Xn [x) =P(Xy= x,(Xn) -m3 +P513
-

closed interval complementof a closed interval
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-> P4x =x,/X=M3 +P4IX/>M3 wheneverP(X=x3 =0 (assu.)

=P(X =x+E.

=>

lisup P(Xn =x) =P(X=x3 + 2.
-

A reverse ineq. follows by the same argumentwith Xn4X. is

(i) =>(iv) By Skorekhod's a.s. representation thm (p. 11), we can annme WIOh

that Xn +Xeverywhere

Continuityof h => h(Xn)-h(x) everywhere.
Boundednenof he #h(Xn) +Eh(X).

B

(iv) =>(V) is trivial.

(v) =>(ii) Soothing:Fix any
act satisfying 1(X=a =p(x=b3 =0 (A)

Fix Exo. Efunction has in the conclusion satisfying
Ilax,6-2) =h

=1a,cs pointwise.

s Evaluate on Xn, take 1 =>

P(Xn(a,6)3=Eh(Xn)
-> Eh(X) (assumption)

2 P(X+(a+2,6-233 S

Eliming (X,e(a,63(<P(X - (a+2,6 -2)] Fax

Take shotby continuity of measure, RUS ->P(X=(a,6)3
p(x+1983.

=>lining Pixn+ (9,633 2 P(X=(a,833.
B

Prove the upper bound similarly (DN).
-
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SKIP KELLY, TIGUTNESS NEXTTIME?

Q:Y seq. of rv's (Xn) has a weakly convergentsubsequence?

Ans:yes, almost.
4

- "Bolzano-Weierstrass"

I (Helly'senthm) Let (Fi) be a sequence ofmondecreasing,
uniformly bounded functionsR-R. Then I subsequence (Frn)- -

and a nonincreasing, right-continuous function Fsuch that

lim Fn,(x) =F(x) pointof continuitybe of F.

e.
our

Roof D (dargument)
X fixed, Bolzano-Weierstrass =>Enm=nu(x):

<Fr(x)) converges.

Diagonal argument ->E(Mr):

(Fr(9). Converges Yq=R.

Enumerate R =291,92,...3. Find (na) givingconvergence
at9,

&

C (a) (na) givingconvergence on qa,etc. Set (ur:=(n). (ee...C-

938
- -

e

↳

Let G(9):=bim Ern(9) Age,

F(x) ==inf(G(9): 9,9eR} UxeM.

F is nonincreasing (bydef).
-

②(Sandwiching between 2 rationals)-
Fixtes-R and *E>0. y

(x) F(x) > G(9) - E assuch
thatpaca and it

9

- -

(*) F(x) < F(P) +9
if x is a pH of continuity of P.

③ rigntinuous? *,9):
F(x)<F(z) (monotonicity)

=G(9) (def of F)

<F(x) +c (byx) =>(F(x) -F(y>/<8 is
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④Fretinuousatbe, Ingli) ->F(x)?

Frn(z) 1 Fnn(9) (monotonicity]
->G(9) (def of G)

-F(x)+a(byx) =>limsup Fn,(x) =F(x) +E

&Frn(x) = Frn(p) (monotonicity)
->G(p) (def of G)

=F(p) (def of E)

- F(x) - c(by xx). -> LimingFrn(x)=F()-2. Edo-QED.

EX 1. Show thatconvergence may not hold for allre Hw

2. Slow that it does if we drop the right-continuityrequirementfor F

a.AS.Tfor CDF's En,

i.e. nondecreasing, right-continuous functions satisfying E(-x)=0, A=1.
Will the limit I be a CDF?

Ans:Notnecessarily:F(-1)
=

0, F)
+P)=1 may fail

-I ample, F -0 pointwise, but O is NOT a CDF.

"MASS ESCAPES to8
"
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Q:How can we prevent theescape?

#(lightness) Asequence of riv's (Xu) is light
if XEzo EM>0:

P(IXnkmy < n.

Examples. XnIn is not tight (see above)
· XnwUnif(n,n+1) is nottight
· XnwN10,n) is nottight(Check! (w)
·Frov'swith mean 0, Variance

I are fight (chebysher)

Observation:If (Fn) in Kelly's St. are CDF of Light (Xn)
-
-

then F(-x) =0, F(+x)
=

1

Proof F 250 Exo (from def. of tightness 3
- -

Fx-M: F(x) =F)-m) (monotonicity)
-

-linFr(n) (Kelly)
=>F(-x)=0.

-ein-e
(Prokhorov's theoremB

H X

Gr(ctness") A tightsequence of rov's (Xu)
Isubsequence (un) and a riv.X such that

Xue X.
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